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New realities and processes require novel, vetted solutions for the augmentation of 
synchronous interaction with asynchronous elements. The Phrazer/Kitsune “Virtual 
Cockpit" is a breakthrough control panel for staff that shows the status of all patients, 
their location and progress, while also providing vital alerts, cultural cues and more - all 
at a glance. This approach revolutionizes the conventional 1:1 model and empowers 
staff to effectively engage with multiple patients at the same through fully augmented 
human interactions. 

Made to work with the global leading patient engagement system Phrazer/Kitsune, the 
“Virtual Cockpit” is a secure HIPAA interface for qualified healthcare staff that enables 
them to track, guide and interact with patients anywhere from anywhere. This web-
based interface enables smooth augmentation of onsite staff with off-site resources. It 
can be accessed via Phrazer using credentials, or accessed on a computer, tablet or even 
an Android or iPhone.  It is lightweight, utilizes minimal network resources, is secure 
and fully reliable. The robust technology, in conjunction with GeaCom’s registered 
patent set provides the most secure and adaptive platform available. 

About GeaCom
GeaCom is a leading global healthcare engagement solutions provider, with its patented systems 
deployed in hospitals, community clinics, and educational environments. Its systems are developed in 
the US, and compliant with healthcare regulatory approval and data privacy standards in the countries 
deployed.  The Company's service teams and its partners provide equitable and effective health 
engagements across all demographics, resulting in improved patient experiences and positive outcomes 
and productivity improvements for healthcare providers.  To date, GeaCom's solutions have provided 
over 40,000,000 engagements in hundreds of languages, across 5 continents, as we lead the relentless 
pursuit of equitable excellence in vital services.  Learn more at http://www.geacom.net
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